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Abstract Image registration is an important process for applications in various fields, such as
remote sensing and medical imaging; thus, its accuracy significantly affects the efficacy as well as
efficiency of those applications. Phase correlation algorithm (PCA) and normalized cross
correlation-pyramid (NCCP) algorithm are the state-of-the-art frequency domain and spatial
domain methods for image registration, respectively. However, these algorithms have some limitations. In particular, the registration speed of PCA needs to be improved, while the NCCP algorithm
leads to errors if the image to be registered is partially occluded. Thus, to overcome these limitations, we propose a pyramid PCA that combines both algorithms. To verify the performance of
our proposed algorithm, its results are compared with those obtained using the traditional PCA
and NCCP algorithm. Our simulation results for partially occluded images indicate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the NCCP algorithm in terms of accuracy; in addition, it outperforms
PCA in terms of speed. Furthermore, to test the feasibility of the proposed algorithm for real-time
applications, a panoramic target detection system was set up, and the results obtained using the system proved that our method for image registration was both feasible and effective.
Ó 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria
University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Image registration is the process of overlaying two or more
images of the same scene captured at different times, from different viewpoints, and/or by different sensors [1–4]. Image reg* Corresponding author at: Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine
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istration is a crucial process in many image processing
applications that need to integrate multiple images for analysis; these applications include scene change detection, image
mosaics, image fusion, and medical imaging [5–9]. In addition,
accurate image matching via image registration is important
for subsequent processing of collected remote sensing data
[10,11].
The methods adopted for image registration can be broadly
classified into spatial domain [12–16] and frequency domain
methods [17–22]. The direct method is an important way of
spatial domain registration, it involve pixel-by-pixel comparison, wherein the pixel intensities of one image are compared
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to the other image. In practice, a direct method uses all pixel
intensities of an image to register two images [23]. In particular, this direct approach makes use of a cost function or the
sum of the absolute differences (SAD) between overlapping
pixels to combine images [24]. Several traditional direct image
registration algorithms are based on gray information; examples of such traditional registration algorithms are SAD, sum
of squared differences (SSD), and normalized cross correlation
(NCC) algorithms. The primary advantage of the direct methods is that they optimally use image alignment information;
thus, these methods are useful for registration of images with
large overlapping regions, involving only small translations
and rotations. However, a direct registration method has the
following limitations: (1) It is sensitive to grayscale changes
in the image, especially nonlinear illumination changes, which
significantly reduce the performance of such an algorithm. (2)
Because the gray information of the entire image is considered
in such a method, the calculations required are extensive, and
consequently, the registration speed is slow. (3) Only grayscale
features of an image are used for registration whereas the contribution of other features of the image is neglected. Consequently, grayscale-based image registration is sensitive to
noise. (4) Grayscale-based methods have poor stability, i.e.,
they easily fall into local extremes, leading to mismatches.
The NCC image matching algorithm based on gray correlation
can provide accurate results, but it will take a lot of time to
perform a lot of calculations, Fouda and Ragab [41] proposed
a pyramid-based NCCP to reduce time. We are inspired by this
to use a pyramid strategy to reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm.
In contrast, literature on frequency domain based crosscorrelation, and phase-only correlation is reported in [25–29].
Recently Xu and Varshney [30] have specified the application
of a subspace-based frequency estimation approach for the
Fourier based image registration problem. They have used
multiple signal classifier algorithm for more robust and accurate results resulting into moderate increase in computational
complexity. Correlation Technique was used to refine the
user-defined landmark positions to register tomographic brain
[31] and abdominal images [32]. Collignon et al. has suggested
the use of the Entropy Correlation Coefficient (ECC), for
image registration using normalized mutual information
[33,34]. Sanjay-Gopal et al. [35] have compared mutual information and the correlation coefficient for registration of intrasubject mammograms. Samritjiarapon and Chitsobhuk [36].
have used Fourier based technique along with best-first search
algorithm to find the translation between two input images.
The Fourier-based technique is used to estimate the candidate
translations to decrease searching space while best-first search
algorithm is used to further search for the correct translation.
This technique can estimate large translations, scalings, and
rotations in images by an extension of phase correlation technique. They focus on increased accuracy of this technique to
detect large translations compared to the other techniques in
frequency domain. In the above cases, the direct methods
and phase correlation algorithm (PCA), are too slow for
real-time applications and prone to errors when the image to
be registered is partially occluded. Thus, there is a need for a
registration algorithm that not only achieves registration and
fast matching, but also is strongly robust to partially occluded
images.
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In the panoramic target detection system, the image registration algorithm is often required to have a faster speed,
and the image registration algorithm is strongly robust to the
case of the target is partially lost or occluded, so we propose
a pyramid PCA algorithm that combines the PCA and NCCP
algorithms. The pyramid PCA algorithm has the advantages of
pyramid PCA and NCCP algorithms at the same time, which
can meet actual needs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the pyramid PCA; in addition, the speed of
the algorithm is verified by analyzing its computational complexity. In Section 3, we present the numerical simulation
results, which show that the proposed algorithm is not only
better than the state-of-the-art normalized cross correlationpyramid algorithm for image registration in the case of partially occluded targets, but also is faster than PCA. Section 4
discusses our panoramic target detection system using which
the effectiveness of our algorithm is verified for real-time applications. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and presents
directions for future research.
2. Theory and proposed image registration algorithm
Given a source image S and template image T of size p  q and
m  n, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1, our objective is to accurately and efficiently calculate the best match position for template T in the source image S. First, the proposed pyramid
PCA is discussed below. Next, we theoretically analyze the
superiority of our proposed algorithm over traditional
algorithms.
2.1. Pca
In terms of signal processing of images, the correlation
between two image signals can be achieved by the convolution
of the two signals, which, in turn, can be used to compare the
similarities between the images. In addition, when the image is
analyzed in the frequency domain, its Fourier spectrum con-

Fig. 1 Image of peppers: (a) Source image of size 800  800
containing the template pattern (b) Template image of size
300  300.
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Fig. 2

Gaussian pyramid.

tains both modulo and phase information. The modulo represents the gray level information of the image, while the phase
represents its texture and structure information. For an image
Iðx; yÞ, its complex spectrum If ðu; vÞ includes both amplitude
and phase information; in turn, the phase information contains
the position information of the original image Iðx; yÞ. Therefore, by calculating the correlation of the phases between
two images, the difference between the images can be obtained,
thereby enabling their registration. Thus, using the phase spectrum matching method, the proposed PCA can solve the image
registration problem through simple shifting. The PCA is a
popular Fourier domain method used to register two images.
It computes a phase difference map that (ideally) contains a
single peak. The location of the peak is proportional to the relative translation ½dx; dy between the two images [37]. The
PCA is equivalent to correlation in the spatial domain, but
the calculation is orders of magnitude faster in the Fourier
domain. The mathematical details are as follows:
Consider two identical images i1 and i2, with i2 shifted by
an amount ½Dx; Dy relative to i1:
i2ðx; yÞ ¼ i1ðx  Dx; y  DyÞ

ð1Þ

These images obey the following periodic boundary
conditions:
i1ðM þ x; N þ yÞ ¼ i1ðx; yÞ

ð2Þ

where the image size is M  N pixels. Denote Fourier transforms of i1 and i2 as I1 and I2. From the Fourier shift theorem, I1 and I2 differ only by a linear phase term
jðxx Dx þ xy DyÞ. In particular,
I2ðxx ; xy Þ ¼ I1ðxx ; xy Þejðxx Dxþxy DyÞ

ð3Þ

where I2ðxx ; xy Þ and I1ðxx ; xy Þ are the corresponding
Fourier transforms of i1(M + x,N + y) and i1(x,y). The normalized cross-power spectrum of the images, C12, is defined as
follows:
C12ðxx ; xy Þ ¼

I2 conjðI1Þ
¼ ejðxx Dxþxy DyÞ
jI2 conjðI1Þj
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ð4Þ

The operator * is the Schur product (also known as the
Hadamard element-by-element matrix product) and conj is
the complex conjugate operator.

Eq. (5) is an inverse Fourier transform of C12. The result of
the transformation is a two-dimensional Dirac delta function
dðx  Dx; y  DyÞ with a peak location corresponding to the
displacement ½Dx; Dy between the two images. Finally, the
coordinates corresponding to the peak point of the function
can be obtained, which, in turn, can be used to calculate the
required registration position.
F1 ðejðxx Dxþxy DyÞ Þ ¼ dðx  Dx; y  DyÞ

ð5Þ

2.2. Modified PCA
The modified PCA combines the traditional PCA with the
pyramidal approach. It is primarily based on pyramid scaling.
The workflow of the algorithm is described below.
(1) Image pyramid principle
The concept of compressing and storing images as a
pyramid is an important one in the field of template matching algorithms. The image pyramid technique does not perform the process of template matching itself; however, it
enhances the speed of template matching algorithms
[38,39]. An image pyramid consists of a sequence of copies
of an original image in which both sample density and resolution are decreased in regular steps. The reduced resolution levels of the pyramid are obtained through an
efficient iterative algorithm. For example, a pixel in an
upper layer of an image pyramid summarizes four pixels
in the next layer [40]. If multiple pyramid scaling operations
are performed, an exponential increase can be realized in
image processing speeds. A five-tap filter was used to generate the image pyramid shown in Fig. 2. The bottom or zero
level of the pyramid, G0 , is the original image. This is
lowpass-filtered and subsampled by a factor of two to obtain
the next pyramid level, G1 . G1 is then filtered in the same
manner and subsampled to obtain G2 . Further repetitions
of the filter/subsample steps generate the remaining pyramid
levels. In particular, the levels of the pyramid are obtained
iteratively as follows. For 0 < l < N :
Gl ði; jÞ ¼

X X
m

n

wðm; nÞGl1 ð2i þ m; 2j þ nÞ

ð6Þ
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Original image, G0 is repeatedly filtered and subsampled to
generate the sequence of reduced resolution images G1 , G2 , and
so on. These reduced resolution images are a set of lowpassfiltered copies of the original image in which the bandwidth
decreases in one-octave steps.
However, this process can be conveniently represented as a
standard REDUCE operation, and be written as follows:
Gl ¼ REDUCE½Gl1 

ð7Þ

The weighting function wðm; nÞ is referred to as the ‘‘generating kernel.”
(2) Registering images in each level
Fig. 3 shows the workflow for pyramid registration; here, a
pyramid with three levels of source and template images is presented. The image registration was performed as follows. First,
we acquired the pyramid structure, sub-templates, and subsources, using both template and source images. Level 0 indicated the original image, while Level 2 represents the smallest
subsampled image. Second, we performed the registration process by mapping the sub-origin from the top level in the
pyramid-shaped structure to the bottom level, which is the
same as original PCA. The steps to achieve this are as follows:
(1) The sub-templates and sub-sources of Level 2 are registered
using the PCA to obtain the registration position for Level 2.

Fig. 3

Pyramid registration scheme.

Fig. 4

Peppers image after an ideal translation of D and test images with partial occlusions in the target.
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(2) The registration position of Level 2 is mapped to Level 1
by acquiring the local area (red rectangular box area) in Level
1 based on the calculated position in the previous step.
(3) The red rectangular box area in Level 1 is registered
with the sub-template in Level 1 using PCA to obtain the
required registration position.
(4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated to obtain the final registration
position at Level 0.
2.3. Algorithm complexity analysis
The time complexity of the pyramid-based normalization correlation algorithm [41] is Oðn2 Þ. The PCA uses fast Fourier
transform (FFT); an FFT rapidly computes the previously
described transformations by factorizing the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) matrix into a product of sparse (mostly zero)
factors. Consequently, the time complexity of the traditional
PCA [17] is OðnlognÞ, where n represents the amount of data
of the registered image in the pyramid-based normalization
correlation algorithm or the traditional PCA. Accordingly,
because a three-level pyramid is used in our proposed algo 2
rithm, its time complexity is 14 OðnlognÞ. Thus, if a k-layer
pyramid is used, the complexity of the algorithm is
1k1
OðnlognÞ. Considering this, theoretically, an increase in
4
the number of pyramid layers will lead to an exponential
increase in image processing speeds; naturally, this indicates
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that our algorithm will be the fastest compared with other traditional algorithms owing to the use of a pyramid structure.
3. Numerical simulations
For practical real-time applications, the speed required for an
image registration algorithm is often higher than in the case of
offline processing. In addition, the algorithm needs to be strongly
robust to cases wherein the target is partially lost or occluded. In
order to verify the performance of the pyramid PCA proposed in
our study, it is compared with the pyramid-based normalization
correlation algorithm and traditional PCA.
3.1. Comparison between proposed algorithm and pyramid-based
normalization correlation algorithm
For our experiment, we used an 800  800 image of Peppers as
the source image, which is shown in Fig. 1(a), while we used a
300  300 partial image of Peppers as the template image, which
is shown in Fig. 1(b); the ideal offset of the template image is
D ¼ ð200; 300Þ. For registration positioning, because the target
might be partially missing or occluded after relative motion,
the registration algorithm is still required to have strong robustness to achieve high-precision positioning of the target. Presuppose the arbitrariness of the template image, for which the
ideal template image is shown in Fig. 4(a); if any part of the

Fig. 5 Correlation coefficient map of the proposed algorithm in the last level of pyramid registration under partial occlusion conditions
in the template images.
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Fig. 6 Correlation coefficient map of the pyramid-based normalization correlation algorithm under partial occlusion conditions in the
template images.

template image is missing or occluded, as shown in Fig. 4(b)-(d),
the correlation coefficient maps and positioning results obtained
using our proposed algorithm and the pyramid-based normalization correlation algorithm are obtained as those shown in Figs. 5
and 6, and listed in Table 1, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the partial absence of the positioning target leads to multiple peaks in the cross-correlation spectrum, and thus, the maximum value obtained by the search crosscorrelation spectrum might not be able to locate the correct peak,
thereby causing an error in offset detection. Based on the results
listed in Table 1, it is clear that the pyramid-based normalization
correlation algorithm could not correctly detect the amount of
translation required for image registration when the target was
partially missing. In contrast, our proposed algorithm achieved

Table 1 Registration results of the proposed algorithm and
that pyramid-based normalization correlation algorithm under
partial occlusion conditions in the template images.
Image

Pyramid-based Normalization
Correlation Algorithm

Proposed
Algorithm

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

ð200; 300Þ
ð446; 395Þ
ð123; 33Þ
ð355; 453Þ

ð200; 300Þ
ð200; 300Þ
ð200; 300Þ
ð200; 300Þ

4(a)
4(b)
4(c)
4(d)

template positioning even when the target was partially missing.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that the peak position
of the inverse Fourier transform of the phase correlation spectrum
is always constant when the positioning target portion is missing.
3.2. Comparison between proposed algorithm and the traditional
PCA
To test the speed of the two registration algorithms, we used
images of different sizes for testing. The size of these images
to be registered ranged from 400  400 up to 1600  1600 in
steps of 200, with the corresponding template image sizes ranging from 100  100 up to 400  400 in steps of 50, respectively.
The registration algorithms that are compared for speed
include PCA and our proposed pyramid PCA. Fig. 7 shows
the simulation results for the time taken to achieve image registration for different image sizes using the different registration algorithms; in particular, the abscissa represents the side
length of the square image, while the ordinate represents the
time taken to achieve image registration. From the results, it
can be inferred that our pyramid PCA takes lesser time than
PCA to achieve image registration. In this registration experiment, we used a three-level pyramid; however, as previously
mentioned, the larger the number of pyramid levels, the
shorter the time taken for registration. This confirms that the
use of image pyramids can effectively reduce the time taken
for registration.

Modified phase correlation algorithm for image registration based on pyramid
4. Experimental setup and results
Image registration is a very important part of image preprocessing in the circle-scan target detection system. in order to
detect and identify the target accurately, the images need to
be registered fastly and accurately. In order to verify that registration speed of the proposed algorithm is suitable for realtime applications, while ensuring high registration accuracy,

Fig. 7

we developed a panoramic target detection system. This system

rotates every 4 s, capturing one picture every 5 of rotation;
therefore, 72 images are captured in every rotation. Because
of the vibration of the turntable during rotation, the image
has a shift of about 20 pixels in the vertical direction. Further
more, the field of view of the lens (7:36 ) is larger than the

image acquisition interval (5 ); thus, overlaps and shifts also
occur in the horizontal direction. The objective of this

Time taken by various algorithms to achieve image registration for different image sizes.

Fig. 8
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Physical image of the panoramic target detection system.
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Fig. 9 Optical path diagram of the panoramic target detection
system.

experiment is to register and stitch the captured images in real

time to form a 360 panorama. This is because image registration with horizontal and vertical shifts is the focus of our
research. Finally, we use a deep learning algorithm to identify
the category and location of targets in the panorama. This sys-

Fig. 10

Twelve images captured by the panoramic target detection system for registration.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

tem can play an important role in early warning security applications. Fig. 8 shows the physical image of the developed
panoramic target detection system, which consists of a DC
motor, angular encoder, galvanometric scanner, and camera.
The CMOS in the panoramic target detection system uses a
Mindvision MV-GE200GM-T model with a resolution of
1600  1200 and frame rate of 60 fps; the focal length of the
lens is 70 mm, clear aperture is 25 mm, target size is 1/1.8 in.,
and diagonal size is 9 mm. The maximum scanning angle of

the galvanometric scanner is 15 and its resolution is 12
uRad. Considering the requirements for the lens (shown in
Fig. 9), a four-piece lens was used in the system. The distance
between the first and last lens is 40 mm; furthermore, the first
lens has a clear aperture of 32.6 mm, while the last one has a
clear aperture of 15 mm with a working distance of 40 mm.
A galvanometric scanner is installed in this working distance.
Fig. 10 shows the 12 images captured using our panoramic
device. These images are spliced and divided into upper and
lower layers with 6 images per layer. These images were
obtained after we removed some of the overlapping horizontal
pixels; however, it can still be observed that the images are offset both horizontally and vertically. If these images are directly
placed together to form a panoramic image, not only will they
appear visually contradictory, but also subsequent recognition
algorithm on using this panoramic image will lead to invalid

Two adjacent images in Fig. 10.

Twelve unfused images to be registered that were stitched using our proposed algorithm.
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Fig.13
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Twelve fused registration images originally stitched using our proposed algorithm.

Fig. 14

Panoramic target recognition from fused registered images.

results, leading to considerable increases in both false and
missed detection rates.
Fig. 11 shows the two adjacent images in Fig. 10; it can be
seen that the right side of Fig. 11(a) and the left side of Fig. 11
(b) have overlapping areas, when the image is registered, The
inner part of the red box in (a) is used as the source image.
The inner part of the red box in (b) is used as a template image.
The template image is a subgraph of the source image. The offset in these images is obtained using the proposed registration
method.
Fig. 12 shows the stitched image obtained using our proposed registration algorithm. As can be seen from the figure,
after registration, the image is aligned in both the vertical
and horizontal directions, but gaps can be clearly seen between
each pair of images; this is because of a phenomenon similar to
vignetting caused by a non-ideal lens. This result indicates that
our algorithm is robust to vignetting in practice.
However, in order to get a more natural panorama, we use
linear fusion to eliminate the stitching gap in Fig. 12; the
resulting image is shown in Fig. 13.
The registered and stitched images were then used for target
recognition and detection. This task was achieved using yolo,
which is a deep learning-based target detection algorithm.
Fig. 14 shows the result of image stitching and target detection
for the panoramic target detection system. The panoramic
image in Fig. 14(a) consists of 4 rows and 18 columns with a
total of 72 images stitched together. Fig. 14(b) shows a
detected drone, while Fig. 14(c) shows a detected person.
The target type and location can be used for early warning
security systems. Thus, our experiments show that using image
registration and image fusion to improve image quality can
improve the overall accuracy of target detection.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we presented a pyramid PCA for image registration. Our proposed algorithm was shown to be strongly robust
to cases wherein the target is partially lost or occluded; in addition, it enabled faster registration compared with traditional
registration algorithms. Our proposed method is based on
the idea of pyramid decomposition between the source and
template images; in particular, phase correlation calculations
are performed from the highest level to lowest level in the pyramid to obtain the final registration position. We compared the
proposed algorithm with those proposed in and , and found
that the peak position of the inverse Fourier transform in
the phase correlation spectrum is always constant when the
positioning target portion is missing. Nevertheless, in the case
of significant noise in the image, the performance of our algorithm will degrade. Thus, as future work, we aim to improve
the robustness of the proposed algorithm to image noise.
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